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100 Must-read
Crime Novels Jun
04 2022 Want to
become a crime
novel buff, or
1/12

expand your
reading in your
favourite genre?
This is a good place
to start! From
the
Online Library
storage.decentralization.gov.ua
on December 10, 2022 Read
Pdf Free

publishers of the
popular, Good
Reading Guide
comes a rich
selection of the
some of the finest
crime novels ever
published. With 100
of the best titles
fully reviewed and a
further 500
recommended,
you'll quickly
become an expert
on the world of
crime. The book
also allows you to
browse by theme,
includes 'a reader's
fast-guide to the
world of crime
fiction' as well
listing the top 10
crime characters
and their creators,
award winners and
book club
recommendations.
Writer's Guide to
Book Editors,
Publishers, and
Literary Agents,
1997-1998 May 23
Online This
Library
Sunset
2021
book
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contains the names
and addresses of
acquisitions editors
at top publishing
houses, as well as
their area of
expertise and
information on top
literary agents.
First time and
experienced
authors will find the
information they
need to get their
big break in the
writing business
instead of having
their manuscripts
end up in the slush
pile.
Case for
Discrimination,
The Mar 21 2021
Gesetz des Todes
Nov 16 2020 Ein
Gangster darf keine
Familie haben
außer seiner
kriminellen
Bruderschaft. Wer
diese Regel bricht,
wird mit dem Tod
bestraft ... L. A.,
Gegenwart: Frank
2/12

Meyer, ein
Modeimporteur mit
dunkler
Vergangenheit,
wird mitsamt seiner
Familie regelrecht
hingerichtet.
Schnell tritt der
Ermittler Joe Pike
auf den Plan, denn
Meyer war einst
sein Freund. Die
Spur führt zur
serbischen Mafia
und deren
Hintermänner.
Getarnt als
Waffenhändler
begibt Pike sich
mithilfe seines
Partners Elvis Cole
in die Unterwelt
von L. A.
The San
Francisco Review
Sep 14 2020
Writer's Guide to
Book Editors,
Publishers, and
Literary Agents,
1998-1999 Jun 23
2021 "A real find
for the aspiring
Online Library
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Associated Press
"In-depth
information."--"The
Writer Who are
they? What do they
want? How do you
win them over?
Find the answers to
these questions and
more in the
1998-1999 edition
of the "Writer's
Guide to Book
Editors, Publishers,
and Literary Agents
by Jeff Herman.
Filled with "the
information authors
and aspiring
authors need in
order to avoid
having a
manuscript end up
in the "slush pile,"
this comprehensive
listing is organized
in an easy-to-use
format. It includes
in-depth
information about
publishing houses
and literary agents
in the United States
and
Canada.
The
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Library Sunset
Express Elvis Cole 6
Robert Crais Read Pdf
Free

specifics include
the names and
addresses of editors
and agents, what
they're looking for,
comission rates,
and other key
information. In
addition, readers
will discover the
most common
mistakes people
make while
attempting to solicit
an agent (and how
to avoid them) as
well as numerous
suggestions
designed to
increase the
chances of getting
representation.
"Writer's Guide to
Book Editors,
Publishers, and
Literary Agents also
includes dozens of
valuable essays
giving readers
insight and
guidance into such
topics as: - How to
Write the Perfect
Query Letter - The
3/12

Knockout
Nonfiction Book
Proposal - How to
Thrive After
Signing a
Publishing Contract
- Mastering
Ghostwriting and
Collaboration - Free
Versus Fee: The
Issue of Literary
Agency Fees About
the Author "Jeff
Herman is the
founder of The Jeff
Herman Literary
Agency, a leading
New York agency.
He has sold
hundreds of titles
and represents
dozens of top
authors. Herman
frequently speaks
to writer's groups
and at conferences
on the topic of
getting published.
Totenkammer Dec
30 2021
Das Gemini-Ritual
Jun 11 2020
The Promise Jan 19
Online Library
2021 Loyalty,
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commitment, the
fight against
injustice - these are
the things that have
always driven Elvis
Cole and Joe Pike. If
they make a
promise, they keep
it. Even if it could
get them killed.
When Elvis Cole is
hired to locate a
woman who may
have disappeared
with a stranger she
met online, it seems
like an ordinary
case - until Elvis
learns the missing
woman worked for
a defence
contractor and was
being blackmailed
to supply explosives
components for a
person or persons
unknown.
Meanwhile, in
another part of the
city, LAPD officer
Scott James and his
patrol dog, Maggie,
enter an abandoned
building
to locate
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an armed and
dangerous thief,
only to discover far
more than they
expected. Soon,
Scott and Maggie
find themselves
targeted and, as
their case
intertwines with
Elvis and Joe's, join
forces to follow the
trail of the missing
woman as well.
From inner-city
drug traffickers to a
shadowy group of
Afghan war
veterans with ties
to a terrorist cell,
the people they
encounter on that
trail add up to everincreasing odds,
and soon the four of
them are fighting to
find the woman not
only before she is
killed ... but before
the same fate
happens to one of
them.
Crime Writers: A
Research Guide
4/12

Aug 06 2022 This
invaluable resource
provides
information about
and sources for
researching 50 of
the top crime genre
writers, including
websites and other
online resources. •
A timeline of major
authors and events
in the development
of the crime fiction
genre • Read-alike
sections listing
other authors
whose works are
similar in style or
theme to those of
ten major authors
included in the
book • Lists of
major organizations
and awards in the
field of crime
literature • A
bibliography of
online and print
sources for
biographical and
critical information
about crime genre
authors Online Library
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How to Write Killer
Fiction Mar 01
2022 Writing is all
about creating an
experience for the
reader. Whether
you're giving them
a brain-teasing
puzzle or an
adrenaline-soaked
emotional roller
coaster-ride, this
book helps you
shape your fiction
to create maximum
enjoyment for your
readers. Now you
can learn the craft
directly from one of
the most respected
contemporary
writers in the field,
Carolyn What,
winner of
multitudinous
awards and
nominations. What
knows what editors
want, and shows
you how to achieve
your writing an
publishing goals.
How To Write Killer
Fiction
is a Sunset
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handbook that no
writer of mystery or
suspense can afford
to be without.
100 American
Crime Writers Sep
26 2021 100
American Crime
Writers features
discussion and
analysis of the lives
of crime writers
and their key
works, examining
the developments in
American crime
writing from the
Golden Age to
hardboiled
detective fiction.
This study is
essential to
scholars and an
ideal introduction
to crime fiction for
anyone who enjoys
this fascinating
genre.
Zeit der Jagd Mar
09 2020 Loyalität,
Freundschaft und
der Kampf für
Gerechtigkeit –
diese Werte
5/12

schweißen
Privatermittler Joe
Pike und seinen
Partner Elvis Cole
seit Jahren
zusammen. Als Cole
im Zuge eines
Routineauftrags ein
Haus am Echo Park
beschattet, ahnt er
nicht, dass gerade
die schlimmste
Nacht seines
Lebens beginnt.
Denn dort
verstecken sich ein
geflüchteter
Schwerverbrecher
und der
psychopathische
Mr. Rollins. Beide
haben genug
Sprengstoff, um das
ganze Stadtviertel
auszulöschen. Für
Cole und Pike
bleiben nur wenige
Stunden, um Los
Angeles vor einer
Katastrophe zu
bewahren ...
Kliatt Young
Adult Paperback
OnlineJul
Library
Book Guide
13
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2020
The Library Journal
Jul 01 2019
Includes, beginning
Sept. 15, 1954 (and
on the 15th of each
month, Sept.-May)
a special section:
School library
journal, ISSN
0000-0035, (called
Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961).
Also issued
separately.
New Hard-boiled
Writers,
1970s-1990s May
03 2022 "With an
eye toward the
origins and
development of the
hard-boiled story,
LeRoy Lad Panek
comments both on
the way it has
changed over the
past three decades
and examines the
work of ten
significant
contemporary
hardboiled writers.
Online Library
Sunset
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how
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the new writers
have used the hardboiled story and the
hard-boiled hero to
make powerful
statements about
reality in the last
quarter of the
twentieth century."-BOOK JACKET.
Chasing Darkness
Oct 04 2019 Elvis
was a hero when he
cleared an innocent
man of a murder
charge. But when
that innocent man
is found dead three
years later holding
photos of the
victim, Elvis is the
one on trial.
Philosophy of Law
Feb 17 2021
Looking at
discrimination,
education,
environment, health
and crime, this
volume analyses
United States
Supreme Court
rulings on several
legal issues and
6/12

proposed
libertarian solutions
to each problem.
Setting their own
liberal theory of
law, each chapter
discusses the law at
hand, what it
should be, and what
it would be if their
political economic
philosophy were the
justification of the
legal practice.
Covering issues
such as sexual
harassment,
religion, markets in
human organs, drug
prohibition and
abortion, this book
is a timely
contribution to
classical liberal
debate on law and
economics.
Newsmakers Jan 31
2022 Provides
timely and
informative profiles
of the world's most
interesting people.
Macworld
Online
Library
Microsoft
Office
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2001 Bible Dec 06
2019 A
comprehensive
reference covering
the major
components of
Office: Word, Excel,
Access, Outlook,
PowerPoint,
FrontPage, and
Publisher. This
edition also
includes parts on
integrating and
automating Office
tasks and using the
latest Office tools
such as Internet
connectivity options
and voice
recognition.Covers
the newest features
in Microsoft Office
XP.
Library of
Congress Subject
Headings Aug 26
2021
The Monkey's
Raincoat Sep 02
2019 “Elvis Cole
provides more fun
for the reader than
Online
Library
Sunseteye
any
L.A.
private
Express Elvis Cole 6
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Free

to come along in
years.”—Joseph
Wambaugh
WINNER OF THE
ANTHONY AND
MACAVITY
AWARDS FOR
BEST NOVEL •
NOMINATED FOR
THE EDGAR AND
SHAMUS AWARDS
FOR BEST NOVEL
Meet Elvis Cole,
L.A. Private Eye. . .
. He quotes Jiminy
Cricket and carries
a .38. He’s a
literate,
wisecracking
Vietnam vet who is
determined to
never grow up.
When quiet Ellen
Lang enters Elvis
Cole’s Disney-Deco
office, she’s lost
something very
valuable—her
husband and her
young son. The case
seems simple
enough, but Elvis
isn’t thrilled.
Neither is his
7/12

enigmatic partner
and firepower, Joe
Pike. Their search
down the seamy
side of Hollywood’s
studio lots and
sculptured lawns
soon leads them
deep into a nasty
netherworld of
drugs, sex—and
murder. Now the
case is getting
interesting, but it’s
also turned ugly.
Because everybody,
from cops to
starlets to crooks,
has declared war on
Ellen and Elvis. For
Ellen, it isn’t
Funtown anymore.
For Elvis, it’s just a
living . . . He hopes.
Praise for The
Monkey's Raincoat
“Outstanding
characters, tight
plot, and
scintillating prose
style. . . . This fastpaced story speeds
Elvis Cole to a
chilling, heartOnline Library
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stopping
ending.”—Mystery
Scene “Is Bob Crais
good? Put it this
way: if they're
taking you out to
put you against the
firing squad wall,
and you want to
enjoy your last
moments on earth,
pass on the last
cigarette and ask
for an Elvis Cole
novel.”—Harlan
Ellison “Far and
away the most
satisfying private
eye novel in years.
Grab this one—it's a
winner!”—Lawrenc
e Block “The best
private eye novel of
the year . . . lots of
action; bright, crisp
dialogue; and
sharply drawn
characters.”—The
Denver Post
“Robert B. Parker
has some
competition on his
hands. . . . Elvis
Cole
an appealing
Onlineis
Library
Sunset
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Free

character and
Crais's style is fresh
and funny.”—Sue
Grafton “In Crais, a
new star has
appeared on the
private eye
scene—a dazzling
first novel.”—Tony
Hillerman
Sequels Nov 28
2021 A guide to
series fiction lists
popular series,
identifies novels by
character, and
offers guidance on
the order in which
to read
unnumbered series.
Book Review
Digest Oct 16 2020
Quill & Quire Dec
18 2020
Last Train to
Memphis - Elvis
Presley - Sein
Aufstieg 1935-1958
Feb 06 2020
Elvis Cole and Joe
Pike Jul 05 2022
The #1 New York
Times–bestselling
author invites you
8/12

into a conversation
with his two most
popular
characters—one
well-liked and the
other, not so much.
In this short piece,
Robert Crais brings
us into the world of
quirky and likable
Los Angeles PI Elvis
Cole and his friend
Joe Pike, a survivor
and an enigmatic
man of few words.
The discussion
revolves around the
choices they’ve
made, the obstacles
they’ve overcome,
the things that
drive them to be
who they are, and
the hope that keeps
them persevering
through the
darkness. It’s a
fresh look at this
“superb series”
(Kirkus Reviews),
and a fascinating
visit with its “whipsmart” author
(Booklist),
whoLibrary
has
Online
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also written for
such television
classics as Cagney
and Lacey and Hill
Street Blues. “Cole
and Pike make a
terrific pair.”
—Seattle Times
Words on Cassette
May 11 2020
Sunset Express
Nov 09 2022 Elvis
Cole is caught up in
a high-profile
murder case - and
between the cops
and the lawyers, it's
going to be a rough
ride... On his own
turf in L.A., PI Elvis
Cole is embroiled in
a controversial,
high-profile murder
case. A wealthy
restaurateur is
accused of
murdering his wife,
and his hot-shot
defence lawyer
hires Cole to find
proof that the
detective on the
case, Angela Rossi,
fooled
around
with
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the evidence. Yet as
Elvis investigates
Rossi for the
defence team, he
begins to be more
suspicious of the
media-loving
lawyers than the
cops. And as the
investigation
continues, Cole is
drawn deeper and
deeper into the
intrigue and
dangers
surrounding the
case of the missing
woman.
Bowker's Guide to
Characters in
Fiction 2007 Apr 02
2022
Stalking the Angel
Nov 04 2019 Meet
Elvis Cole, L.A.
private eye . . . he
quotes Jiminy
Cricket and carries
a .38. He’s a
literate,
wisecreacking
Vietnam vet who is
determined never
to grow up. The
9/12

blonde who walked
into Cole’s office
was the bestlooking
woman he’d seen in
weeks. The only
thing that kept her
from rating a
perfect “10” was
the briefcase on
one arm and the
uptight hotel
magnate on the
other. Bradley
Warren had lost
something very
valuable—somethin
g that belonged to
someone else: a
rare thirteenthcentury Japanese
manuscript called
the Hagakure. Just
about all Cole knew
about Japanese
culture he’d
learned from
reading Shogun,
but he knew a lot
about crooks—and
what he didn’t
know his
sociopathic
sidekick, Joe Pike,
did. Together
Online their
Library
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search begins in
L.A.’s Little Tokyo
and the nest of
notorious Japanese
mafia, the yakuza,
and leads to a
white-knuckled
adventure filled
with madness,
murder, sexual
obsession, and a
stunning doublewhammy ending.
For Elvis Cole, it’s
just another day’s
work. Praise for
Stalking the Angel
“Stalking the Angel
is a righteous
California book:
intelligent,
perceptive, hard,
clean.”—James
Ellroy “Out on the
West Coast, where
private eyes thrive
like avocado trees,
Robert Crais has
created an
interesting and
amusing hero in
Elvis Cole.”—The
Wall Street Journal
“Devotees
the
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rock ‘em, sock ‘em
school should find
[Stalking the Angel]
tasty.”—The San
Diego Union
Make Mine a
Mystery Jan 07
2020 Presents a
comprehensive
guide for mystery
and detective
fiction, compiling
over 2,500 titles
from more than 200
authors and
including plot
overviews, a history
of the genre, and a
discussion on
collection
development.
Library Journal
Aug 14 2020
Three Great Novels,
Featuring Elvis
Cole Oct 08 2022
'Shooting for the
big time with all
guns blazing'
Guardian
Containing FREE
FALL, VOODOO
RIVER and
SUNSET EXPRESS,
10/12

this omnibus
continues the
adventures of one
of the sharpest PI's
on the scene:
Disney-obsessed
Vietnam vet Elvis
Cole. And the most
frightening sidekick
since Spenser's
Hawk, the taciturn
and lethal Joe Pike.
Award-winning and
critically-acclaimed
Robert Crais built a
rock-solid following
with this series of
sparkling crime
novels.
Macworld Office
98 Bible Oct 28
2021 Provides a
guide to the
applications in
Microsoft Office 98
for the Macintosh
Letzte Warnung
Apr 09 2020 Harry
Boschs neunter Fall
- endlich auch im
eBook! Detective
Harry Bosch hat
den Dienst quittiert.
Online Library
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Abschied hat er ein
paar Akten mit
unerledigten Fällen
mitgenommen.
Besonders der Fall
um eine junge Frau,
die bei einem
Filmdreh auf dem
Set ermordet
wurde, lässt ihm
keine Ruhe. Er hat
sich geschworen,
diesen Mord
aufzuklären.
Stattdessen findet
er sich plötzlich
selbst im
Fadenkreuz der
Ermittlungen
wieder.
The Last Detective
Aug 02 2019 Elvis
Cole has got a
problem to solve and this time it's
personal. Elvis
Cole's girlfriend,
Lucy, is out of town,
and she has left her
young son Ben in
Elvis's care. Elvis
and Lucy have had
a few problems
lately
- not least
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over his job as a
private investigator.
But at last things
seem to be getting
better. Then Ben
disappears. One
minute he's playing
his computer game
in Elvis's house; the
next he has
vanished. Elvis
looks everywhere,
but he just can't
find Ben; and
neither can Lucy
when she arrives.
Then Elvis receives
a phone call about
Ben - and realises
that something
from his own past
has come back to
haunt him...
Contemporary
American Crime
Fiction Sep 07 2022
This highly
accessible, lively
and informative
study gives a clear
and comprehensive
overview of recent
trends in American
crime fiction.
11/12

Building on a
discussion of the
immediate
predecessors,
Bertens and D'haen
focus on the work
of popular and
award-winning
authors of the last
fifteen years.
Particular attention
is given to writers
who have reworked
established
conventions and
explored new
directions,
especially women
and those from
ethnic minorities.
Drifter Apr 21
2021 Peter Ash ist
fertig mit der Welt:
Seit seiner
Rückkehr aus den
Kriegen im Irak und
in Afghanistan
erleidet er
Panikattacken,
sobald er bloß
einen Raum betritt.
Das »weiße
Rauschen«, wie er
es nennt,Online
zwingt
Library
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ihn, in der Wildnis
zu bleiben und bei
jedem Wetter unter
freiem Himmel zu
schlafen. Doch als
ein Freund aus der
Army Selbstmord
begeht, spürt Ash,
dass mehr hinter
der Geschichte
steckt, und wagt
sich wieder unter
Menschen. Er hilft
der Witwe des
Mannes, ihr
baufälliges Haus zu
renovieren. Unter
der ramponierten
Veranda entdeckt
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er mehr als nur
morsches Holz:
Hier bewacht ein
verdammt großer
und verdammt
hässlicher Hund
einen explosiven
Fund – einen Koffer
voller Geld und
Sprengstoff. Der
Koffer ist aber
lediglich ein
Puzzleteil in einem
wahnsinnigen
Anschlagsplan, der
Tausende das
Leben kosten soll.
Ash bleibt nicht viel
Zeit, um die Täter

12/12

ausfindig zu
machen ...
Körperlich fit,
intelligent und
eigensinnig – mit
Peter Ash sollte
man sich nicht
anlegen. Ash hat
jedoch mit seinem
eigenen Trauma zu
kämpfen. Nur wenn
er es überwindet,
kann er eine
Katastrophe
verhindern, die
Tausende
Menschen in den
Tod zu reißen droht
...
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